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By Laurie Chisolm 
. Mamgi:ng EdiMr 
Preparing students for a career in liti-
gation by ptovidipg them with 'the oppor-
tlmity to actually 'represent defendants on 
misdemeanor cases is the p~ of the 
Criminal Defense Clinic. Under.the super-
vision o(Professors E~ne Cerruti and 
Ira Mickenberg, 14 third-year · students 
are enrolled in this year's clime, which op-
. erates as a sort ofdefense firm. 
While a vast majority of cases never 
proceed-to trial, the id~ learning situation 
for the student-attorney is to get ~ ease 
that will go tlirougb all stages of the erim- : 
iruil justice system. Students generally -
work on'a number of eases at one 6me. 
As are all clinics, the Criminal Defense , 
Clinic is premised on the theory that "do-
ingi' is the best feaming tool Students in 
the program are enthusiastic, and, as Mark 
Witt no~ the experience is "dynamic and 
personamed. It gets the stuaent out of the 
classroom and into real life situations-
mostimportantly, into ~e.court.room." 
. ( continued on page 9 ) Prosecutor Cerruti (I.) and Counsellor Freche~e (r.)• 
During the fb:st six or seven weekf¼ of 
this BeQlester, the students studied proce-
dural and substantive law and received in-
tensive training in the process of repre-
~ting clients. Tirey went on to~ofthe 
prisons and courts, and~~ spent 
at least a half day ~"bench sitting" with. a judge. . 
Kdditiimally, each student partici-
pated in numerous videQtaped mock client 
interviews. In eacli .aesaion, ODlf student 
role-played the attorney'and the other stu-
dent acted as the cfefendant charged with a 
misdemeanor crime. These tapes were su1:r 
ELS Discusses, Love Canal Litigation 
' 
by Lany Sch....,t , Ji.y Lipner, who appeared at a semi- of questions for which there are few an-
St,aff Rep<Jrler nar on toxic wastes sponsored by the En- swers. Most of the wastes at Love Canal 
,sequently critiqued by Professors Cerruti 
and Miekenberg. 
New York State's civil suit against the vironment.al Law Society, told an audience were dumped 20 or so years ago, when 
Hooker Chemicals and Plasties-.Corpora- . of approximately 50 student.s that the suit there were· no statutes ,governing the ' 
, - Students are now moving into the 
phase in wmch they will actually represeit 
clients. The process begins when the stu-
dent and Prof. Miekenberg go to arraign-
ment. As deferxfants are held in holding 
pens, Prof. Miekenber:g screens the cases 
to identify those on which the student is 
permitted and qualified T.o work.. 
tion, for dwnping toxic ;wastes at the Love has been· bogged down by Hooker's pro- dumping of these materials. The wastes 
Canal, ii, proceeding very slowly, ard it , eedural ~uvering and oy the difficult . themselves present difficult proof prob-
appeal'.8 that two more years will pass be- proof problems that are associated with • lems: What is the i;afe exposure level? 
fore the ease.g988 to trial. This is ~hatthe eases of this kiM. 1Nhat is the lead time before health prob-
Assistant Attorney General for New York · "This suit is breaking new legal' lems appear? · 
told a group o( NYLS students last month: grollP!1~" Lipner said, "and it is "raising a lot ''One of the biggest problems is that 
the air in Niagara Falls oontains all kinds of 
After an· apP.ropriate ciised has been 
selected, the student intervie:ws the defen-
<(aqt regarding the facts of the alleged inci-
. dent and counsels him as to his options.- If 
tn~ defe.ndant pleads guilty at the arraigtt-
merit, the student's representation termi-
nates. If; on the other }iju).d,,the defendant 
pleads.not guilty, the ~ is .adjourned to 
an all-pu.r_pose courtroom of the criminal 
court and the studertt,~ begin his motion 
practice. 
The new edition of the New York Law School Bul-
letin has announced that ·tuition,- exclusive of 
fees, -~ be increased to $5000, for the 1981-82 
aca<Jem{c year. Tuition for 1~8~1 was $4200.-
Part time tuition will be increased from $3150 to 
. ~375,0. A.J!!QUITAS will print a full· report in the, 
next issue. · -
~· Gret,ne _Ctiairs Lawyers Ass'n Panel on Arbitration 
by Saul· Fishman 
St,aff Repo:rl,er , 
,. On September 23, the New York dueed the two other speakers, · and ~um- bility unless the arbitration clause in the 
County Lawyers Association conducted a roamed the major points at the program's collective bargaining agreement clearly 
. ~ p,.nel ~ioll.,OU labor arbitration. The conclusion. The two other panelists were specifies otherwise), the value of allowing 
selection of partiei~ was conventional: Saul Kramer, Senior Partner at Pros- frivolous claims· to go to arbitration, the 
one attorney representing the union view-, kauer, ~. Goetz, and Mendelsohn(man-. ·deferral"poliey of the Natjonal Labor Re~-
point, one represe~ng ~ent, and agement finn), and Leonard Leibowitz, tions Board to arbitration, the duty of fair 
a neutral. What was.unconventional, and ·Partner at Sipser, Weinstock, Dorn, and representation on the part of unions, en-
ind~ refreshing, was -that the two parti- Leioowitz (union finn). forcement of an arbittator's award, prob-
sans chose to use this opportunity as a Among the topics discussed were: the lems of contract interpretation, how to se-
tel!cbing ~n, lnstead of as a debate. ·differences between-labor arbitration and Ject an arbitrator, and the advantages and 
J>ro&aeoi Kartin Greene-, who terM;bes commercial. arbitration, the distinction be- ~vantages of a semi-permanent as op-
labor arbitrationJt New York Law Seboo1, tween grievan~ and' interest arbi~on, ' posed to an ad hoe arbitrator, and the ab-
was the neutral or mJHl)igne4 spokesper- when is a topic arbitratable (in the private sence of discovery and evidentiary rules 
carcinogenic che micals," Lipner contin-
ued, "and we have to provll! that the wastes 
from the Love Canal site are the proximate 
cause of the healt h problems. 
''We've had ~ develop a protocol for 
testing these substances that cannot be 
challenged in court," he went on. "Scien-
tists and lawyers i:equire different kinds of 
proof a nd we've had to develop testing p~ 
grams for the scientists tlµit would satisfy 
them a nd, at the same time, be sufficient 
for our purposes." · 
Since N~w York does not 11?-ve any 
statutes governing the disposal of toxic 
wastes, Lipner said the state based its suit 
on the common law nuisance theory. The 
state hopes to prove that, by allowing 
wastes to seep from its own property to the 
properties of the Lovel Canal residents, 
Hooker substant ially interfered with the 
residents' ertjoyment of their property. 
Lipner said t hat after the state filed its 
action last April, he and his staff of four 
full-time attorneys, four part-time attor-
neys, a nd three law students spent the 
spring and summer fighting Hooker over 
which court would hear t he.ease. The state 
had filed the action in state court, but since 
the federal government had also filed a si-
milar action in federal court, · Hooker 
moved to bring the state into federal 
c9urt under FRCP 19. The state fought 
this motion. (eontimted on pa~ .J J 
son. lie made the openi.ngTeDW'ks, bJtro- secto1'. there is a presumption of arbitrata- from labor arbitration. 
""" _,. .._ .... .. ~ __ , _ ,. - - . ... . .. - · • •• • .., - ~ . .. - • .,, • ~ .... . .. . - .. .......... ,,. ...... • • ' .... - .... .. .4 - -- .. . " • • • • • • - -.- • • ~ . .. . ... . 
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Prof. Myres McDougal 
. Labor Law Ass 'n 
AEQUITAS 
Yale_ 1\thlishes''Human Rights'' 
·-
by M-cDougal and Chen 
by Frank Sheehan-
Staff Reporter• 
The Yale University Press has recently published a book entitled Human Rights and 
World Public Order,.written by,Myres S. McDougal, Harold D. Lasswell, and Lung-Chu 
Chen. As you know, McDougal and Chen are both professors here at N.;w York Law 
School. The authors expressed their appreciation to DeanE. Donald Shapiro and the New 
York Law School Law Review for their strong assistance and consistent support. · 
With reference to his most recent ~ork, Professor McDougal has stated !,hat the 
overall objective is "enlightenment," thereby "increasing people's understanding of hu-
man rights." He mentioned that there was "oo division of labor" in the book's construc-
tion. Professor McDougal also revealed that t}µs volume co~ntrates on only one value-
..... the respe~ value-in their conceptualization Qf a configurative, . problem-solving ap-i proach. . _, . 
~ Through interviewing ~fessoi: Chen, a ti;ue scholarly nµoo -with a feeling of 
~ compassion was revealed. He stated that this·volume took approximately seven to eight 
~ years to complete, and that it was a "collaborative work'.' accomplished through careful 
"--- discussion and examination of protilem:s. Professor Chen remarked, ~ .relation to the 
purpose of.the authors' work, that the "basic task of scholars is to enlighten, write, apd 
communicate to the larger audience." Thus, there piust be a theory be,fore there can be 
action. 
Through this thousand-page volume, the authors have established a comprehensive 
l'be New York Law School Labor Law AB--
sociation is pleased to announce its officers 
theoretical framework for an understanding Qfhuman rights and its application in specific 
situations. The authors suggest that "the broad outlines of such.a deh"berately policy-
orientesl, contextual, aoo multi-method approach may be indicated in terms of four !Dll.ior· 
features: the establishment of tlie observational standpoint, the ,delimitation of the focus 
of inquiry, the explicit postulation of basic pubuc order goals, aoo the performanoo""of for the 1980-81 school year: · 
. Pr_:esident: Scott H. Greenfield 
Vice President: Saul Fishman 
.Secretary: Chris Camarano · 
Treasurer: Howard Schwartz 
- The Labor Law Association would like to 
co~ its new officers and wishes 
them the best in their endeavors. 
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT 
0.. 
179 WEST BROADWAY 
- JUST ROUND THE 
... 
CORNER ON, WEST 
BROADWAY ~E1WEEN. 
WORTH AND ~ONARD 
intellectual tasks. "1 The observational standpoint the authors reveal is that of"a citi7.en of 
';he largest earth-space community who. identifies with the whole of human kind.•~ The 
comprehensive set of goal values th_!!y recommeoo for "postulation, clarifi~on, and 
implementation are those which ~y are commonly characterized as the basic values of 
human dignity or of afre.e society.~ This is a brief exposition of the framework ofinquiry 
that fs presented in Chaptet One and expanded upon in Chapters 1\vo through Five of the 
volume. Chapters Six .througli Fifteen illustrate --ii-ends in Decision and Conditionmg 
F-actors: Claims Relating to Respect." Chapter Sixteen suggests 'directions for future 
dev:elppment and ~veals that the .iggregate common interest to which the authors refer 
is "the greatest shaping and widest sharing, oot only of respect, but of all the values of 
human dignity. '!4 Also included is an Appeooix, which was "designed to be a part of a 
comprehensive study of human rights in relation to the value of power :76 · 
Itis difficult to describe the true value of this volume. The authors have revealed a 
comprehensive, systematic framework concerningjiuman tjghts that must stand with the 
works of great scholars. But more than that, these writers have given the world commun-
ity a conception that, if utili7.ed; could aid in transforming the potentially destructive 
·world situation of today into one thatis more peaceful, in which people can reach their true 
capabilities, free from discrimiilation. By es~blishing a theory that will potentially allow 
us to make decisions leading to ·an optimum public order of human dignity containing 
freedom.of choice, basic equality of opportunity, and freedom from racial, sex-based, aoo 
religious discriminatjon (as well as freedom from discrimination because of nonconfonn~ 
ing political opinion, and the protection of aliens and,the aged from discrimination), these 
authors have truly created a "masterpiece"; and a great scholarly contibution. 
The authors.have illustrated only'one of the eight major values, the respect v;µue. 
This reviewer anxiously awaits the completion of the study of the other values as well. 
In other areas, Professor McDougal is working on a Jurisprudence text for the 
first-year class and a book with Professor Reisman, on International Law, focusing on how 
it is made and applied. 
Professor Chen has contracted with the Yale University Press to write an intro-
ductQry treatise roncerning International Law in a policy-oriented prospective, with a 
Spring 1983 target date. 
Professor McDougal will also be the instructor for a course this Spring entitled 
"Public Order of the World Community," which we may all lookiorward to. 
lM. McDougal, H. Lasswell and L. Chen, Human Righu and World Public Order 83 
(1980). 
2Jd. .,, 
3 Jd. at 90 (emphasis supplied). 
4 Jd. at 799-800 (emphasis supplied). 
5Id. atxxii.: 
ELS Will Discuss Presidential 
-- ' 
Candidates' Stand on Environment 
., 
/ 
The Environmental Law Society will sponsor a panel discussion on the environmen-
tal policies and related issues of the three'major·presidential candidates. Rep-
resentatives from the Anderson, Carter , and Reagan New-Yor k'_campaigm'iffices· 
will present 'their respective candidate's views on environmental concems.•Date: r 
Octo_!)er 28, 1980. Place: A604. Time: 5 'FM. • · 
.. . 
Prof. Lung-chu _Chen 
These dcfys, Jay 
Weinberg•s most 
difficult battles take 
place on the tennis 
court. Five years 
ago, he had-a 
diffeO!nt kind of 
fight on his h ands: 
against o_ne of the 
toughest forms of -
cancer. C ancer 
research and 
treatment have 
made Jay's kind of 
recovery possible for 
almost 2 million -
people. Which 
mearis that your 
donations h ave 
helped buy Jay 
Weinberg a very 
beautiful gift: 
his life. 
CANCER 
<'AN BE BEAT. 
Ameriran I 
Cancer Society =f@ 
October 1980 ,AEQUITAS 
Fl~n Spurs Alumni AdVisory ~ogr_am il ~ 
by .-net AlbMo . . 
S
tJ.,.ff Repqrter . by the group. A wine-and-clteese'party fol- gram were sent out in August, and stu- ~fi '. 
The gap between law school and e,n- lows, iµlowing individ~, more casual con- dents received the names of their' attorney ~ 
ployment in law is slowly_ being bnd~ at versations to develop among students and advisers during the week of September 
New York Law School. Initial!Y, increased · panelists. A series of these panels is being 15th. Although students are ~ested not 
practical courses and an emphasis on ac:- planned foi: the Spring. to treat these interviews as job interviews, 
quiring job experience an:l job-see~ ~:-....lr!:t:'-'1-. such individual contacts can serve an 
skills shortened the gap. Now a newly equally vital function. As experts in the 
created Alumni Advisory Program is clos- ?•'·~•-•"'-~j .fields chosen, the_alumni are uniquely cap-
i~ "the gap still further~ The program is able of evaluating a student's career plans 
designed to assist stud~nts in form'"!ting .,..,,_,___ aid answering ·employment-related ques-
their career P..lam; and.to provide'inforina- . . ~v~.,.,,..,.,.. tions. 
' tion on a variety of areas ofspeciali7.ation. ~ Applications for individual advisers 
.~ 
l . 
Richard "Flynn, of Pryor, Cas~n, · ~ are still available at the Placement Office·. 
Sterling, &"Flynn, and a ~uate of the 3 -------------.,.....--,;.;"-=--=-=;;;;....-..:,__.;.· ______ ...,I 
class of '57 is coordinating the Alumni Ad- 9 t s h~ th--, · T ~ f Ah 
visoryProgramwiththeaidofLymiStru- ~Wi,;,J -~ C ro on ~ave O sence 
dler and Kukla Broekman. Mr. Flynn be- Kukla Broekman- . , ' 
Jieves that the image oftlie school is impro- Mr. Flynn, a conimunicatigns and en-
ving because of a new faculty, innovat1ve ergy specialist, suggested that.an import-
COUl'Ses, and a geographically diverse stu- ant aspect of~ese sernimµ's is the channel-
dentbody. He sees the ftnal elenlent_in this· ing of students into new areas of the law. 
continuing improvement as the addition of . He-stated that there are many opportuni-
alumni input into tlie job-seeking process. · ties in his areas of specialty, of which stu-
The response oftbe alumni to the program dents are unaware. The Panels will help 
was· very enthusiastic; 278 attorneys have disseminate such use.ful information as well 
respo@ed and 123 students ~ve applied . as more in-depth knowledge of better-
Peter W: ·Schroth, Associate P.rofes- parative Law, Corurt!tu~nal Law, and 
sor of Law .at New York Law, School, is Torts. In addition, the professor has writ-
currently on leave from his faculty position 1 ten three' books and numerous law review 
for the 1980-81 academic year. articles in the fields of Comparative Law, 
During his absence, Profe~or,$chroth Environmental Law, antl Products 
for individual meetings. known fields. 
The program consists of two compo- The second part·ofthe Alumni Advis-
nents. The first'is compnsed of I:.egal Life- ory Programs consists of individual coun: 
style Panels, ii1 which a small number of seli.ng by attorneys in different fields and 
attbrneys address a group of law students fro!D areas of the county tbat tlie..students 
apout their fields ancl their em- choose. The initial applications for this pro-
Lov~ Canal Litigation 
(emitinuedfrompage 1) 
"We wanted to be in state court so-we firms, have very good tawyers, and have 
could control the litigation,~ Lipner ex,• themoneytocontinuethelitigationforsev-
plained. "If the suns were litigated in both eriil years. Ther don't care. how long it 
state and federal courts,_ we'd encounter takes to come to trial, because all their 
problems of res judicata and collateral expenses can be written off." · 
e§toppel: , .Bruce Adler, a_graduateofNYLSand 
"But Hooker successfuily stayed the currently an attorney for the US Environ-
court action, and ~uddenly we found our- mental-Protection Agency (EPA), addres-
selves as defendants in a federal action sed the seminar on the fe<lei'al govern-
when we had no claim against the federal ment's response to hazardous wastes. 
government," he said. • Adler said that the EPA recently is,, 
· Lip~ said the state then realigned sued "Cradle-to-Grave" regulations 
i~lf as plaintiff in the f¢eral suit and filed governing the., handling of these wastes. 
a claim based on the state nuisance claim The rules identify toxic substances accord-
under the ancillary jurisdiction of the fed- ing to reactivity, igniteability, and corro-
eral court. siveness. Th~ regulations. also impose 
Another difficult problem facii:ig the standards for each party iµ the ha?.ardous 
state was who to sue. The cleanup costs for waste cycle: 'the· generator, the transpor-
the Love Canal ,will be enormous,~ and, ac- ter' and the dumper. , 
will be a Visiting Scholar at Harvard Law Liability. 
School, and will complete a two-volume -~ -
. treatise entitled Handbook f<Yr the Practice 
of ComP,O,mtive Law, for which he is cur-
rently under contract with the Lawyer's 
Co-operative Publishing Company aiil the 
Bancroft-)Vhitney Company. 
· The ·holder of a Juris Doctor and a 
Master's degree in Comparative Law from 
the University ofChicago,-and a Doctor of_ 
Juridical Science Degree from the Univers-
ity of Michigan School of Law, Professor 
Schroth has been associated with New 
York Law School since 1m. He has taught 
such courses as Environmental 1,aw, Com-
RES IPSA ·LOQUITUR 
~ 
cording to Lipner, it-is mt clear wheth~r. · Adler also said that oftentimes when a 
Hooker has the assets'to pay fot: the clean-· dump site is discovered, the.owner· of the 
up if the state,.should win its case. So the materials is either unknown or simply ean-
stat.e has joinedj;he Occidental Corpora- .not afford the cleanup. Because a "deep · 
- tion, the parent corporation of Hooker, to· pocket" canmt be found, the local munici-
the ·suit. However, establishing Occident• pality or state must pay for the cleanup 
Cfhe Pieper · New York State - Multistate Bar 
-Re~iew offers an integrated approach to the New 
York Bar Exam. We emphasize sophisticated 
memory tech11iques, essay writing skills and a concise, 
organized presentation of the · law. You will be 
prepared and confident. 
al's involvement in the matter will be dif. costs. • · ' 
firult. · · To insure that adequate funds wiµ al-
PIEPER NEW YORK-MULTISI'AIB BAR REVIEW 
It Speaks F~r Itself. 
"Hooker stopped dumping at Love ways e available to clean yp such sites, a 
Canal in 1953," Lipner explafned, "and Toxic Superfund has been porposed and 
then sold the-property to the Niagara Falls was recently passed by the House. Adler 
&ard of Education. Occidental did not· says tbe proposed $1.6 billion Supe'rfulii 
purchase 1Iooker until 1968, 15 years aft.er· will~ funded primarily by taxes levied on 
the last waste product was dumped at the the industries that ' generate hazzrdous 
site. Hooker is a subsidiary of a subsidiary ~astes, principally the chemical industry. ·· 
~: 
Celestyne Glenn 
• Jerome Lee 
1517 F rankrin A venue 
Mineola, New York, 11501 
(516) 747~4311 
of a subsidiary of Occidental, and it will be a The Superfund legislation· has been 
problem estab~hing Oecidental's involve- ~ se~ to the senate, out is not scheduled for a ·· 
ment in the activities of Love Canal aft.er it vot.e until after the Prwesidential electj.on. 
purchased Hooker!" 
1 
• · Aillersays the chemical ~ustry is lobby-
Lipner said that- interrogatories had ing hard to ease the tax and liability provi-
not" yet been ljled, nor have depositions .sio'13 of the bill, and he is fearful that if-a 
been taken, and that he expects many de- more conservative Congress or Adrninist-
lays before the ease comes to trial. · ration is ~. the bill may be substan-
"They'v: hired four different law willy weakened. 
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NO MY.[S. Stucll'nts 
M••d~pplY 
It's job-hunting season·again at New. York· Law School, and once more the walling 
and gnashing of teeth resonate throughout the Fifth Fl~r: While some masochistic types 
actually eJtjoy looking for a job, for JDOSt people it's pure, unadulterated hell. The 
on-campus interviews, to which only a select few~ to be able to gain admittance, are 
perhaps eve~ more ridiculous than interviews at the firms. Having to get all dressed up in 
some strange outfit. and wear shoes you can barely walk in-all for a glorious 15 
minutes with an oftentimes bored am totally disinterested interviewer- is bad emugh. 
But adding insult to injury is the fact that at least ~me of the firms who come here have m 
intention of hiring anyone from _NYLS in the first place. For example , there is the large . 
firm that regularly ~WB students at this school and yet.never calls any one of them • 
back for a second interview. There is also the smaller firm, whose ann had to be twisted to 
come here at all, and who sent a take-a-hike fonn letter to all the people they interviewed 
only four days later. • 
Ifthesefirmshave,nointent.ionofhiringaNewYorkLawSchoolstudentorgraduate 1
- or of even giving them serious considerati!)n-then they. have no business coming here 
at all. Not only are they wasting their time, as well as that of the students, but they are 
raising people's hopes, when no hope in fact exists, am they are playing cruel games with 
egos that have already been battered by too many rejections. 
Your -Vole• Counts on Mo¥~ 4th· 
The editors of AEQUITAS urge all members of the NYLS student body, faculty, and 
administration to vote in the upcoming Presidential election on November 4th. Your vote 
doucount! 
... Letter to the Edltor ... Letter to the Editor ... Letter to the Edltor ... Letter to the Editor ... 
. . . 
-
To the Editor: 
~ agaih, as late October rolls around, we can expect to see publicity for a should no rnQre be compelled to pay for abortions than for war preparations. 
" • "National Abol!tion Rights Action Week." It is a particularly discomforting, time for that All of us, liberal and conservative, should approach the problem ofabortion in an 
mjnority ofus who are "liberals" and oppose abortion. atmosphere of concern for.both the unborn child and its parents. We must work for the 
I believe tbe unborn child is a human being, and r defend its right. to live as I would provision of proper services to women with unwanted pregnancies. We should also defend 
defend the right to.life of those-now su1fering in Cambodia and the right of all of us to be · the right of wmpen to control their own bodies, wh~ that truly is th~ issue (for example, pro~ fnmdesguction in a nuclear war. While only God knows exactlyw~en a hwnan we must end sterlization abuse). 
life begins, in case of doubt we must err op the·side.oflife, not death, and thus,we must - · What is ~ed is a broad and truly pro-life consciousness in which all ofus resist 
preserve the life of the unborn child. The State~ a duty to defend life and thus cannot attacks on life.in all forms, whether those attacks take the form of the nuclear arms race, 
leave the decision on abortion up to the individual woman involved (though it should abortion, captial punishment, euthanasia, or the conditions of poverty. 
pennit abortions when the life of the mother is ..in jeopardy). Nor can the State morallY. Erik Strangeways 
fund a~rtions for anyone. Additionally, ~ers whose consciences would be violated Class of Jan. '82 
. . 
... Letter t0 the Editor ... Letter to the Editor.~.Letter to the Editor ... Letter to· t h e. Editor .. .-
. ' 
ill£ RU.£ lffAT AN EXECUlD 
INJERE3T _ FOLWWING A FEE 
SIMPLE DETER-
MJNABLE ••• 
I • 
~ 
October 1980 AEQUITAS _Pages 
by Brian Morgan 
The selection of a team of students to·represent New ~rk Law School in the Jessup 
Ipternational Moot Court Competitionhas been underway-at the school since September 
2'l, when the fact pattern was made available to students interes ted i]1 participating. 
The Jestiup, a nationwide. _contest; ·provides law students wit~ .an. opportunity to 
engage in written and oral advocacy on impprtant questions of international law and 
policy. N~'s participation each fall is sponsored by the .International Law Society, 
:which takes part in aetermining the composition of the New York Law team. Once 
select.ed, the team COlJ!petes in the Eastern Regional Round in the Spring for a p~ in the 
finals in Washington, D.C. · ~ 
The Jess\lp participants will be selected on the basis of quality of the legal 
memoranda they submit in early Oct:ober {lr¥i on their oral arguments. The oral argu-
ments will be judged by members of the.bench ai;id bar, as we ll as by members of the Moot 
Court Board or members of former Jessup teams. . 
The-arguments· will be heard in mid-October, and siudents who wish to compete next 
Fall should be alert to the anoouncement of the schedule. of oral arguments· on the NYLS 
bulletiJ} boards. The Society urges the attendance of anyone who wishes to observe the 
Moot Court process. 
Th.e issue addressed in this year's competition relates to the delimitation of the 
oceanic boundary between two African countries, and thb application of relevant princi-
ples of international law to the problem. . · 
Context, 72 Nw. U.L. Rev. 2'l7 (1977). Professor McDougal is a Distinguished Professor 
of Law at New York Law School and Sterling Professor of Law Emeritus, Yale Law 
Scliool, and has wrlttenmost extensively in many areas of international law, with on many 
occasions with Professor Chen. 
The Journal:itivites-inquiries, from students who have completed two semesters of 
law school about participation in the work ofthe.Jow:nal. 
Several books and articles may l;>e of interest to the reader: Valentine Korab LL.M., 
Ph.D.; and Barrister, is a reader.inEnglish Law at University College, London, and is 
widely recognized as an expert in the competition law of the European Economic Com-
munity~ A brief and practical workbook for those who desire to be conversant with this 
aspect of EEC ,law, either to facijitate one's direct involvement in this area or to enable 
one to deal with those ~ho are directly involve<fis V. Korab, A n Introdu,cwry <J,ui.de to 
ES(l Co:,npetition Law <¾_nd Practice (ESC Publishing.Ltd., Oxford, Eng., 1978). An 
. article of similar scope is Korab, lnterpretatian and Applicatian of A71.. 86 of the Treaty of 
Rome: Abuse of a Dominant Position within the Common Market 58 Notre Dame Law 
768(1978). . . 
'·· Two books that'should prove extremely timely, in light of current events, are: 
EI-Hakim, '!;he Middle Eastern States and the Law of the Sea (Syracuse U. Press, 1980), 
· this volume addresi:i.es th~ legal rights of sovereignty anbd navigation in the waterways 
surrounding the world's oil producers; 
K. Roosevelt, C'auntercaup: The Struggle for.the Cantrol of Iran (McGraw-Hill, 1980). 
· For an appraisal of a 'recent Jessup Com~tion, see F .. Kalshoven, 1978 Jessup 
International Law Moot Court!: ompetition, 5 Brooklyn J. of lnt'l L. 29 (1979). 
On October _7, the Society sponsored -an address by Burnell Vickers; the former 
senior legal advisor of the United Nations Secretariat and Barrister at Law of the Middle 
Temple Inn, London. Mr. Vickers 1;p0ke' on "The Use and Abuse of International Law," 
after, which there was a reception open to Society members. Announcements of upcoming 
speakers on current international legal topics will appear in the NYLS Caunselm. 
. Media Law Project 
Symposium-on Law and Arts 
The editors of the New York Law School Journal of International _and Comparative 
Law are .preparing to publish Volµme II, No. 1 in the llll&J: future . The Journal is the 
Society's official publication, and' is devoted to articles, notes, and reviews Q_f current ·. 
literature in international_law. Issues in in the future will include a symposium on doing 
business in the Middle East; an article on the allocation of responsibility for transjurisdic-
tional pollution, with reference to the Femex o'il spill in the Gulf of Mexico; and a piece on 
, direct foreign investment in the Third World, with particular emphasis on Ghana. The 
editors also plan a review of the recently published work by NYLS Professors Myres 
McDougal and Lung-Chu Chen, H uman Rigkfs and World Pi,blic Ord.er: The Basic-
• Policies of an International Law of Human.Dignity (1979). Excerpts from this work may 
be found in Hu rrw.n R iglitswnd,Wurld Public Or:d,er: Hur,w:n Righes in .Cum:pr,ehesi:oo 
Finals Fever? 
' 
BRIAN N. SIEGEL -{the author:of 
How to Succeed in Lq~ School) 
... 
sis of~erihg · a Iwo-day seminar designed to help 
you maximize y_our grades in 
CO~RAC17S, TORTS, and 
CIVIl, PROCEDURE. 
. . 
A symposium on Law and the Visual 
Arts will be held on·Saturday; November 
15, at 57 Worth ·Street. The symposium is 
sponsored by Uie Media Law Project and 
the Communications Media Center. 
Topics for discussion will inclu~e con-
tracts, copyright, reproduction rights, 
royalties, releases, taxes, landlord/tenant 
relations, and estate problems. Speakers 
will include attorneys Tad Crawford, Ari 
Koppleman, and Gustave Harrow. Artists 
~ng will be WillBarnett ; oa•vid Milne, 
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FANTASTIC 
PRICE ON 
President of NOHO :Artists; and photo-
graphic illustrator Phi,lip beonian, a 
director of the American Society of Maga-
zine Photographers. Also speaking will be 
Fran MilsoP., President of the Society of 
.Photographic and Artists Represent-
atives. 
The SYfflJ>C!Sium )Viil be from 10 A.M. 
to 5 P.M. Admission is $25, $10 for stu-
dents, teachers, and 'working artists. 
Lunch will be served. For further informa-
t ion, call extension 819 or 829 at the school, · 
or 966-2053. 
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Howard Schwartz 
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Joyce Meisner 
.James Roth 
P~ul Hoffman 
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, ~"'!ff Rep<Yrlers 
The problem of declining numbers of minority students in OU~ natiorrs law schools has 
been a primary focus of social activists, educators, and-many minority'professionals. This 
emphasis, however, has served td eclipse a' pr3blem of.equal magnitude plaguing our 
country's leg-.1l'institutions: the near-total absence ofBlack and-Latin factllty. The number 
of Black and Latin faculty in today'&law schools currently is 24. New York Law School has 
one Blae!-. faculty member at,the present time. 
• On October 9. in an interview with New York Law School Dean William Bruce;-tlu·ee 
BALLSA students soaght some explanations for this problem. This article will endeavor 
tQ outline the standards, pr.1ctices, and perspectives shated by our law school administra 
~ors that perhaps unwittingly result inanexclusioruu:y policy of Black and Latin faculty 
hiring. · 
One practice indulged in by most law schools, including NY:LS, is the recruitment of ' Dean Bruce disc.US8e$ crite,ria for.faculty hiring. 
faculty pr·ectominantly from the top leh law schools. This policy entails some elitist by_indicating.topotent ial ; tuaents thatNYLS.is commit tedtod~alingwithracisminour 
assumptio115 that invariably lead t-0 institutional minority exclusion. First;1iassumes that urban cojlll1lunities. Third, ;;uch a faculty member would' assist in filling the vacuum of 
graduation from a l,op ten law school can be eqµated with in~ llectual scbolarship and a writing.dealing wit h legaJ,ex_perience of Blacks an Latins. in th~·United States. This 
commitmentto being a legal educator. An attorney graduated from a non-AHA-approved writing, as mentioned earlier, .would be .confined,.giverrt he realities' of Black and Latin 
law school may be more intellectually in<:lined than his'top ten law schootcounterpart. One . conupunities. Finally, such a person would serve as a role model and supportive mechan-
r need only point to such noncABA-approved graduates as Oliief Justice Warren BUrger. ism for N:¥LS's minority population. ; · • 
But, more in)portantly, top ten law schools have hil}torically utiliz.ed discriminatory The -second question, concerning tne lowering of sbndards; is the most common 
policies that result in the exclusion of minority students. To recognize that the top ten law miscon~eption held by law school administrators. In some instances it has served to mask 
schools have excluded substantial minority representat ion, and then to-look to these same racial prejudice or the feeling that. minority professionals are ~ tellectually inferior. 
schools for minotity faculty, creates an irisi.mnountable Catch 22. Moreover, minority cStandards must provide some index oft he potential faculty m(!mber.'s ability to perform. 
graduates from ~he top ten most often enter the well-paying law firms that. serve If a standard is not based ·on one's ability to· perform and sis not job related, it is an 
corporate Ameriea, while few become urban lawyers committed to serving the minority· exclusionary mechanism. 'fhis recognition has led· some la\y school admini_strators to 
community. Those few in the top ten schools wishing to·dedicate themselves to academia- . ignore traditional LSAT stan~rds on the basis that i hey a~ not reflective of alaw 
would rather: join the better-paying i:anks of our oountry's more well-known law schools. student'.s ability_ to perform in law school. ~ uch a ·recognition can be app~ed as convinc-
An elitist hiring policy smacks in the face of oui NYLS st~dent population who, though ingly to t he faculty. there·;s ample-evidenc e that the, criteria currently used are not 
not graduates of Harvard or Yale, are equally. competent and, given our clinics, more accurate indices bf a minority faculty·member's ability to teach and in~pire law students to 
experienced in the teaching of law. The schoofs position offers little hope of provid.ing learn. S.ta:tdards like those pre¥iously outlined are based on the assumption that all who 
NYCS with a Black or Latin faculty representative. are att orneys have an equal amount of time to dedicate to publication. Such standardiza-
' tion ignores past and present <llscrimination on the basis of race, class, and culture in our 
nation"'s law schoolll, particularly the top ten. Moreover, such standards deemphasize 
A second criteria-used in the recruitment of faculty is the well-known "publish or e~perience, t~aching ability, and the impact that minority faculty will have on ournation's 
perish" sJ ndrome that pervades academia. In our interview, Dean Bruce explained that law· schools. ;Jn essence,:graduation from the top ten law schools and publications are not 
an important consideration in the hiring of any faclilty member would~ his publiditions, . valid i~dicato.rs of~ minority attorney's ability to teach and make a positive contribution 
in a .field of law. This seemingly neutral cpterion suffers from an inflexibility that ~ t n,e law ~h&<>Land thf legal eolilll)u_nity . .A ~ rspe.cJ ive that emphasizes experience, 
deemphasizes-e:..."}'.>eri~nce and teadrihgability and i:,eplaces them with unrealistic.criteria, practice-6f.law; and teaching ability w"J\ile deemphasizing the aforement ioned criteria is 
relative to the minority communities. The Black or Latin attorney graduating from more likely'tQ insure a rni1!ority presence in the ~ YLS facult y. 
t<><.\ay!s law school is in a unique positioru Hemustgraduate·Iaw s<;hool, work, and forge ' The underrepresentation of Black and Latin faculty in olfi: nation's law schools must 
new avenues of law to service communities historically underserved by lawyers. For lead educators to reevaluate the t~_ditional facult>· admissions process in order to identify 
example, a Puerto Rican attorney graduating in the United Sia~ (there.are only250 in~ the maJor barriers to·a minority presence and to determine how these barriers might be 
the country) 111i11s t challenge discriminatory policies in education ana housing. This en- removed. Consistent with this, law school administrators must introduce greater flexibil-
deavor will include organizing community residents, de.veloping legal concepts lil<e,biling- ' ity il}_to th~ t~ litional process in order to asse:;5 p1·operly minority applicationslo the law 
ual Eiducation, ~nd filing law suits. His white counterpart, tio~ever , not havjng had his sclioorfaclilty: BALLSA urges NYLS to consicler a progr am of minority faculty recruit-
community victimized by racism·, .is. free t o lock himselfln-an office_;md write-articles t hat ment , ~mphasizing experience an~ pr-actic~, one that i:5 enti:ely ~ro~r an worthy of 
may have little relation to the real world. I t seems•that this publications standard is emulat ion rather than condemnat!_on. Turnmg a\\'ay from this obligation would be an 
fictitiously.merging two individuals not similarly ~ituated. The 'dilemma for the µunority appalling st~p backward for this society. It \\'ould serve as a signal to individuals and 
attorney then is: either lock yow,selfin the w.orlctof.aeadeinia and ignore the.struggles in fostitutions throughout the nation that what i:5 pa:,t "is not prologue but is simply 
:Black and Lhtin communi_tie.s for employmen~ health, and housing (commonly referred to .forgotten, and that our legacy of historical obligation can ~ ignored." ~ YLS, we await . 
as becod.'ing an Uncle Tom) oi confront 'the~ problems using the legal arena-thus your response. • 
assuring that you will not be on the !aculty ofour na_tion's. law s~ools. It is important to ( Editor's Note: th_e views expressed in thi.s article are those of BALLSA and not necessar-
note that the small num6er-of Black-and Latin attorneys we do have are oft.en pushed by ily those of AEQUITAS. ) 
1 ABA ad~ nistrators to sit on evecy AHA-committee to ensure a sensitivity to minorities ' 
in decision-making o~, [llOre directly put; to sit in as ".tokens." If t he minority attorney . 
refuses, he is condemned by1> the profession. If he agrees, the next question· asked by 
administrators is •."H&w come _you're n<_>t :publis'hing?" Perhaps the Black and Latin 
atto_rney can join a w~r4l -confined to \\:}"iting when law schools pegin to accept minority 
students in nurpbers more represe~tative of our presence in the larger community. This · 
will release some attorneys to actively P{U'ticipate in· writing. 
.... . 
Plannjng Courses for EmplQynient 
Although the Fall semester is barely underway, the Spring semester is just around 
the corner. Registration for the Spring seme*r and pre~nary registration for the 
Summer will take place in November. Registration for next Fall will also be upon us 
A last criterion used by law schools is the req~ment that there be some indication • sooner tlian you think. It will take place fn April. 
that the attor ney is udedicated to· a life of'scholatslilp." This term, besides its obvious • Few students have enough data to easily make decisions abwt choosing elective 
ambiguity, excludes the ex'pe,rience an-attorney has had in the practice of law ·and limits . courses and how the choice of elective courses relates to the choice of a career at any time 
the definition of scholarship to writing. ,I~ also ignores.teaching abilities,that may serve as let . alone at this early ·moment. What we would like you to do 1s to begin thinking 
an inspiration to our student body. This emphasis has' lead many of our nation's law academi_callY, and .professionally and to consider carefully how the two concerns may be 
schools to hire boring, sleep-inducing professors -who have "dedicated themselve; to ·related .. If you are,not yet 'able to focus on a pu-ticular preference, we are planning to 
scholal"$hip:· but have never 'practiced before a .court and are lacking in the -mo.st assist you,in' acquiring information about alternative careers in the law and how the 
impol'tant t eaching skill, t~e ability to communiC;lte: This prohlem'.has led to the gradua- . elective program of the School relates to these careers. To this and the School will offer 
tion of law students who have no pez,:epti'on_ .of law as. it relates to the. real world. , 
· beainning in November~ seminar or, ifmterest warrants, a ~ries of seminars. the first is 
Dedication to a life of scholarship as·a d'efiriition must be expanded to include legal .,. entitled, !'Planning Your Courses With Placement in Mind." It is scheduled for Monday, 
activis~n au<lexpei1ence. - - · ·· . ' · . November ·10th from 4:~7:()9 p.m. ,Tbe·seminfu- is.sponsored by the .Office of the As-
The objective qbserver must then conclude that the policies and practices outlined by sociate Dean for A'.cademic Affairs and the Placenierit Office. Members of the Administra-
Dean Bruce and followed by our nation's law school&_leadto ex~lusion: But t,vo important 
questions that preoccupy Jaw professors and administrators must be addre~sed: first, · tion involved jn course planning and scheduling and members of the Faculty will partici-
why is a minority. faculty of critical importance to our nation's,J;i\v. schools? Second,~ ·pate. · . - . . . 
advocates of an increased numb.er Qf Black and L(.ltin ~culty advocating a-lowering of , . , : ~tudents are en_co~ed to attend, to ask questions, to voice _concerns, an~~ disc~ss 
standards? Those wh·o ask the first question are undoubtedly vivid examples• of a sad , thetrideas. Students wiJ! be_ able to talk to members of.th~ Faculty and t~e Admirustrat1on 
conser.vative trend in Anierica.,.Given this country's history of racial l)rutalization, one in an informal setting, on a one-to-one basis, and in small groups. 
should not hav~ to explain this to ap· Arnerican in I 980. N evertheiess, for those skept~cs,.a All students are welcome. Refresh;nents will be provided. If student interest war-
minority faculty member would!pto~fe ~ ei-al1Qe}~fit's io a law schoo~ staff. First.he or ·•rants, further seminars concerning preparing yourself for the competi_tion of the place-
she would help educate and sensitize white students and faculty.to the l~gal history of ment market will be offered. . 
non-whites in the Uni!m~!i.. ~nd,~<lr~ln~ibilit~ !NYI .S .W~op.e.tp see )'.O.ll DJl.NQX.e.~Qtll,, __ .._ __:_. -··· ~~ -- .. ___ ·_ ... ~--.1 
401 Seventh Avenue, Suite 62 
New York, New York 10001 
212/594-3696 201 /623-3363 
- _.,... - . 
"-;., ... ~ 
1214 One East Penn Square Building 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107 
215/ 563-4988 
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When you register early for BAR/BRl's 1981 
New York, New J~rsey, Massachusetts 
or Pennsylvania b~r .r~view. 
You get your materials- NOVV. 
Your ''.early bird" lectures-NOW 
And the nation's largest and most successful 
bar review course 
29 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston, Massachusetts 02116 
617 /261-2430 until November 20 1980· 
I': • 
thereafter 617 / 437-117' - " .' ,r · · .• ,., 
' ... - ~ '~~ }o. \ .-
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·studemt Shapes 6reativi~ 
"'Ff.liough ~w SchoQI 
by ~ndy Berman 
• Sf4ff Reporter 
had, oi, was I stranded, alone· in a sea of 
former political science majoi:s? 
Sitting between . classes . at formica ., l 
How does the holder of aB.S. inFU,e, tables in Tooy's of Wm-th 8-t, th; onn- ,~~ ,
Arts end up iri law schooli bination cafeteria, ,trattoria, and Friday · 
Here·I am, eight weeks into my first ru~ght · ,. , open casebooks balanced on · /. ..__-; 
year, •and I'm still not sure. I do lmoW' that O\ll'. . with one hand, eating veal par- • • · 
completing a major in tapestry weaving, · . · · heroes with the other n:and, we be- ~ 
with a minor in the~, did not provide me ga6 to share our stories with each other. 
• with the best study habits for this pro- / • I cannot help butfeel some awe for one 
gram. . group of students; From the time they . 
My entire educational experience, up graduated high school, these lucky few 
until now, has involved rather a free- knew that they wanted to become lawyers, , 
ffoatingprognu,nofexperimentsinself-ex- and exactly where they wanted to study. 
pressionA came out of college prepared for These people entered a cooperative pro- ; Vt 
. , 
... . ~,,. .. "' 
- no profession f ther than studio art. gram QlJl by CONY aoo New York Law 
But I quickly clisc9vered that you needed school, which is allowing them to earn their 
discipline and a great amount of self-es- baccalaureate and law degrees in a total of 
· First-year.students finding marketable skills. 
teem to be a free-lance w~ver, neither or six years. ,. careers, discovered a need for trained 
which qualities I had yet obtained. You .... Not all.my fellow students, however, laW}'ers, a need' they wished to fulfill. 
must be able to work steadily, alone in a have' been able to maintain such a clear This was true of a student who, whl!e pur-
studio, and then have the confidence to go perspective. I was amazed to discover how suing a m~cal career, observed so much 
out and sell your work. The quality of my many students , have already earned ad- · acti~nable ni.alpractice in that field that 
·work was erratic, de~ndent on inspiration vanced degrees in fields other than law. A she was motivated to come to law school. 
and extreme mood swings. My production random sampling of masters degrees in- Oth~r students, after enjoying their 
was very low. Having no marketable skills, eludes. social work, psychology, taxation, former careers, are preparing for a stiin-
1 was stuck with lo.w-paying receptionist finance, public administration,. am ac- ulating second one. Included in this 
jobs. After a few years of this directionless counting. I have been told_ that one woman group are tw~ former teachers and a police 
life, !applied to New York Law School. in my class holds a 1:h.D. in anthropology.. detective who will leave the force, after 
Why law school? Because I knew that 15 years, · upon ~mpletion of his law 
Then there are those who discovered, 
late, that_the goals they had originally set 
_for . themselves were no fonger the ones 
they wanted to pursue. One student, in his 
senior year at college, stood in iront of a 
dissecting taole, staring at the corpses of a 
shark and a cat, and sugdenly reali7.ed that 
the last thing in the world that he wanted to 
become was a dentist . . He-applied for law 
school instead. 
It is.good to know that others have 
come to law school with as little 
preparation as I have. ~ experience would be the exact opposite Some students, while pursuing• other degree. 
~:~~::u:::;i=~~ Criminal Defense (tlinic Prepares Students 
develop an effective personality. In order fco>ttiwtedft'Om page n to succeed in Jaw school, I knew, I would be exclusively to the clinic. He is responsible 
foi,ced to develop real self~pline. There Legally, students arid unadmitted at- for the majority of the supervisory court-
would be daily challenges to my endurance tomeys may work on misdemeanor cases room work. His previous clini~ experi-
and my intellectual capacities, and success- only where they are _under the direct e!}Ce incl.udes t.eachlng a criminal law clinjc 
fully meeting these challenges would·d't- supervision of an ~tted attorney and at New York University Law School. 
velop in me the inner strength and confi- where permission has been granted by the · Over· 30 students applied for this 
dence that I would need in whatever field I Appellate Division: The clinic operates by year's program. TI)e applicants are e valu-
ultimately decide to punrue. contract with the Legal Aid Society which ated by way of personal interviews, and 
Having never studied, or even has the requisite "student practice order." Prof. Cerruti ac!mowledges that the selec--
. thought much.about, the law before coming • Professor Cerruti began.the Criminal 'tion is subjective. His goal was to ascertain 
here, I have no idea whether I will actually Defense Clinic· in 1977, and tan the prog, which students would most benefit from 
want to practice it, but I lmow t~ I will ram alone for two years. The clinic did not the clinic. The selection is not based on 
need the emotional growth that the de- operate last year ~use the time commit- grades, but on an applicant's. sincere in-
mands ofthe program cangive me, evenifl ment was toodemandingandtherewereno terest in litigation. It is not necessary that 
decide to go back to tapestry weaving. AI- funds- available to provide any assistance. the student anticipate going into criminal 
ready, just being accepted tothe_school has This year, NYLS received federal funds defense work since, as Prof. CeITUti 
added immeasurably to my-feelings of self' from the Department of Education, which describes it, '"it is a litigation clinic which 
worth. I am using p;i,rts of my mind·thaf I sets aside a certain amount of money each _happens to have criminal Jaw as the subject 
cliette, Aaron Frishberg, Howard Jordan, 
Edward Lo~, Priscilla Marco, Francesca 
Martinez, Charles Ross, James Vaigas, 
James White, Mark Witt, and Kenneth . 
Theil. · 
At this time,·here are no course prere-
quis~tes for the clinic, although a know-
ledge of criminal proceaure is. helpful. 
Since all applicants · must be second-year 
students, it is assumed that all will have 
completed crjminal law by the commence-
ment of their participation in the clinic. · 
+ have never touched before, tapping energy year for clinical programs. Whether.or not· matter." · 
resources that I never knew I had, and I · the program continues next year·is a ques- Students ellJ"Olled in the clinic this ll QQft Red ~ 
hopeto"comeoutoftheexperienceamore tionoffinances:-Ifthegrantisrenewed,or year are: Marcella Agerholm, Ann Chod- •~ 
• comple!e, effective person. if it is not renewed but the school supplies kowski Dennis D' Antonio, Donald Fre- ready. 
l was very scared my first days of the needed funds, Professor Cerruti envi- · ~-~=• ~~=========~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, 
school, wondering if anyone else felt as un- sions that the clinic will continue. r 
prepared for the tasks ahead as I did. Were Ira Mickenberg, formerly associated 
there others among my colleagues who had with the' Legal Aid Society, is a new full. 
come to the,school by as remote a route as I time facultY. member who devotes his time I 
Autumn is d time.for f estivtJls_. 
Dwight Inn of Phi Delta f hi 
Autumn Dinner 
.. _ Friday, November 14, 1980 5:30 P.M. 
- 47 Wonh Street;~ Fifth Floor. Lounge 
$12.00 per person 
AL-OMNI REMINDER 
Please send your membership dues to: 
Office of Development.and Alumni Affairs 
New York Law School 
57 Worth Street 
New York, N.Y .. 10013 
Memb~rship Rates: 197_6-1980 
1975-prior 
Retirees 
$5.00 
$20.00 
$10.00 
-Multiracia!, Unity is the Key 
a,y Jim wti1te 
On September 26, the International Committee~ 'Racism (InCAR) sponsored 
a New York Law School forum on "No Free Speech For Fascists." The main qu~tion 
presented--was: bow-can the mi,llions of,anti0r:(cists in the United Stat.es~ First 
Amendment right.a for f.heniselves if they try to deny the same right to fascists? The 
answer: ORGANIZE! InCAR members Richard•Foard, Esq. and James White,('81) 
argued that the rise of the Ku Klux Klan and N~ present as ~a threat to most 
Americans as the emergence ot"Hitler.'s "crazy fringe" presented to Weimar Germany. 
The United Stat.ea power structure is now facing f:be same key prob~ that confronted 
it.a German counter.part in the 20's (outlined by.David Schoeribaum in his book HITLER'S 
SOCIAL REVOLUTION). These problems iooude ecooomie disintegration, trade union 
militance, and restricted control of international resources aiid market.a. So, in the.Unij.ed 
States, as previously happened in Germany, right-wing groups are being developed to 
"divide and conquer" progressive mass movements through racism, and to prepare the 
American people 'to fight World Wai: III! InCAR spokespersons, the!:efore, called for 
vigorous efforts to stop the Klan and Nazis by op~ing the millions of qollars worth of 
m!e publicity given to the Klan by the media~ liy emingthe vast outlays ofpublic~ 
spent for police to protect the Klan's public events; by oi:ganizing huge masses of outraged 
people of all races to occupy any area publicir.ed as a fascist rallying point to guarantee 
that racist ~rovocations ~ stDpped by a show of multi-racial unity. 
by Michael Marlnangell 
Smff Repart,er . 
.:,.: .· "~,,;, ..... : ,.._ 
·October -1980 
• s 
.., .. 
Hopefully you have been enjoying your brief breaks in early October and have 
become familiar with various spots ·or entertainment throughout the city. If you haven't 
expanded your knowledge ofplaceir to see and things to do because of work limitations, 
· late October and early November will be your last restraint-free chance to do so. For the 
next month, New York is full of happenings, Octoberf~st activities, Halloween parties, 
and ~t,.weather (hopefully). 
Thankyouforthemyriado(donationsregardingeventsinandaroundNewYork, but 
nobody provided any information regarding empty Fifth Avenue apartments for $150/ 
month. Maybe-those people with such information didn't koow that they could share this 
knowleoge with others at NYLS by leaving a note in the AEQUIT AS office, or in the new 
AEQUITAS box installed in the student lounge area. _In any case, we appreciated all 
communications received from the ~tudents and the faculty and would like to present 
some of them to you. 
CONCERTS 
Capitol Theatre, 326 Monroe St., Passaic, N.J. (201)977-~ 
Oct: a1: Utopia 
· Nov. 18:MoJ}yHatchet • 
Nov. 28: Rockpile and Moo~ Martin _ 
Nassau Coliseum, Uniondale, N. Y. (516) 794-9100 
·~ . 27: Black Sabbath arid Blue Oyster Cult 
Nov. 7: Outlaws and Foghat 
Nov. 12~The Doobie Brothers 
The Palladium, 14th St., between 2nd and 3rd Avenues 
Oct. 30-Nov. 2: Frank Zappa • 
- Nov. 16: Siouxsie and the Banshees 
Nov:·2'l: Pat Benatar 
Madison Square Garden, 564-4400 
Nov. 27 & 28: Bruce Springsteen 
Radio City Music Hall 
Nov. 2: Talking Heads 
Several legal ~ of such an anti-racist campaign were discussed. ~1) The First 
Amendment Jias-neverserved as a ne~prot.edorofthe right.a of speech anc! assembly 
for all. The United States tias canceled these rights for progressive movements whenever 
these movements have proved too weak to defem th~ rights. Good examples are tJ\e · 
Alie1)and Sedition~~. Slave a,nd Black.Codes, Criminal Syndicalist and Sherman Acts, 
and the Espionage and Smith Acts. (2) The twentieth ceJlblrY's two landmark expansions 
of First Amendme~t rights occurred in defense off ascud groups: Nearv. Minn. , and 
Bro:ndenburg v. Okid (3) But, even under the strictures of Brandenburg, public fascist 
event.a sliould be proscribed as "dil-ecfud to imminent lawless action and . . . likely to 
produce such actioIL" Surely sufficient data can be marsba1led to prove that.nationwide 
racist atrocities are the proximate_ result of fascist organizing activities and of media 
.reports of these events, (4) ~-race defamation laws as that supported inBeauharnaia .., 
v.~IU. should be revi~ed anil ~~~-(5) A new category _of1;111pro~ express~on SHOWS AND MOVIES 
must be de:veloped; JS oot racist obscenity equally as destructive as the seXJSt obscemty · '8th St Playhouse 52 West 8th St. 674-6515 
that courts regularly confine to "a dark and private place"? , Midnight Sh~ws: Mo!Xlay: - A Clockwork Orange 
More impo~ than_any Jegal'strategies, however, is the character of the multi- Tuesday- Pink Flamingos 
racial movement that must be organized for jobs, health care and education, and"~ . Wednesday_ Wizards 
racist-imperialist war. The Klan et. al feed on the obvious economic and social disintegra- Thursday _ Rebel Without a Cause 
.tion of our society. These maggot.a can onlybe trounced ~ a ~nuine f!gbt ~nst this Friday and Saturday - Rocky Horror Picture Show 
disintegration:. InCAR ~ that the o~ ~Y all worii~ peo~Je, pro~o~, _and Sunday - Performance 
students ~~evena~decent1:ife18 byo~ ~~raclstand~diVISlODS The Waverly, szfSixtbAvenue, at4thSt. ~ -
and by uniting m campstigns of direct action for particular reforms. For example, the Midnight Shows: Friday and Saturday - Eraserhead and Asparagus 
School' The main-reason that a fight for affirmative action is in the intei;est, of all iaw . ' ti Both show movies that are 3 to 25 years old 
struggle for affli'mative action is a crucial-reform ~paign to be waged at ~ew York !,aw Bleecker St. Cinema 144 Bleecker St. } ' 
students'is that integrating the legal profeasio_n will help to head off the development o~ Carnegie Hall Cinema 887 7th Ave -
fascism in America. 'ffie German bar.of the 1920's was an elite bastion of reaction; the ' 
United Stat.es legal profession is still largely segregated and ~eated with the myth of MOVIES AT 1/2 PRICE!!! 
"reverse discrimination'?-and other racist concepts. It is essential tn press for the training , If you show yo~ NYLS F:D. card showing that you are a student or a teacher, you 
of thousands of noirwhite lawyers, both to begin correcting centuries of racist iajustice, can buy a P38!J for $1 that lets you !Jlto about 15 movie theatres in N .,Y. at½ price for 1 
and to forestall the general' movement of the United States power structure to the right. 
-_ Our putatively "urban" school must admit many more non-white.students. (with a high year. 
percentage coming from poor and working-class backgrounds) ultimately to total at least CAFES, ~UBS, and DISCOS 
~ third offhe student body. · - CBGB's, 5 Bowery at Bleecker St.-Punk and new wave music 
But noirwhite admissions are not enough. Students must be retained, funded, and Rock City, 157Hudson St .-Rock and roll and f~ 
· trained ina~way that-will reshape the prof~n toward a·firm,_anti-racist perspective. To · Trax, 100 West 72m-Dancing and shows till 4 am 
this end, the entire structure.oflegal education should be reformed as a part of effective, Ritz, ·nth St. between 3rd and 4th-New wave shows at 11:30 pm Halloween 
affirmative actioIL For example , at least hall' of law s~ool credits should be earned in costume ball · -
clinical programs (begun in the first year). This would help to counter the ill effects ofa J.P.'s lst·Ave and 76th St.-Restaurant, bar with.live jazz and rock perform-
separate and unequal United States edu~on s~m on non-white students by allowing ances 
legal theory to be 'learned and evaluated through practice, ratper than solely through the 
limiting and punitive medium of abstract ~m instruction. Ard, most clinical in-
.Struction should be based in agencies that help the poor, oon-white, and working people 
_who are grossly underserved in this society. Only through an effective alliance with these 
people-the-majority of Americans-can professionals win needed reforms and liead off 
the emergence of war and fascism. He.nee, the.experience essential to forming such an 
alliance should comtiture tlie core oflegal education from the acceptance p~ss ul)til the 
student's gradqatioIL . · 
A NYLS InCAR meeting will be h~ld the last week of October to p~ organizing a 
movement for an -effective Affirmative Action Program. An important aspect. of this 
campaign will be recruiting many legal workers and students to demonstrate o~ Novem-
ber-1st with InCAR in Washington, D.C: This action is taken against racist unemploy-
ment, with the demands of jobs for all, and ?> United States' intervention in the M?ddle 
East. For information, people should call (212) ~-
. , 
Editm's Not,e': The &pinions e:,:pre88ed in this article are solely those oftluwuihor, and 
dQ not nece88aril' rejt£ct those of AEQUITAS. 
ALLY.AST MEMBERS OF THE MOOl'COURT ~IATION: 
A Moot Court Alumni Asociation is being furmed.-AII past members are urged to 
contact the Moot Court Executive BoanL at 966-3500, at their earliest opportunity. 
The new assocuttion will work closely with the p~t Moot Court Board in prepar-
ing teams for competition, in acting as judges, and in all other phases of Moot Coud 
activity. Please call and leave your name, place of employment, adress, and phone 
number. 
VARIOUS 
Anthology FilJl! Archives, 80 Wooster St. Old film museum. 226-0010 
Mini Cinema, 65th St. and 2nd Ave. MGM Festival. 650-1813 
Soho Photo Gallery, 15 White St. Photo art exlu"bitions. 564-9057 
Noho Photo Gallery, 542 LaGuardia PL 473-9619 
Museum of Holography, 11 Mercer St., Famous contracts, titles, and deeds. 9'25-0526 
South Street Seaport Museum, 16 Fulton St. 766-9020 
Visual Arts Gallery, 137 Wooster St. 598--0221 
Whitney Museum (~owntown), 55 Water St. 483-0011 
ATHLETIC ENTERTAINMENT 
If you would like to exercise other p~ of your body beside your cranium while at 
NYLS, you can swim, play squash and basketball, lift weights, dance, and participate in 
hundeds 9f other physical activities at the New York YMCA. For $150 you can join for a 
year. Here are some of the branches: 
· Henry St. 374-~•215 West 23rd St.•2770 Broadway•224 East 47th St.•5 West 
63rd St. e356 West 54th St. 
Rollerskate and Bicycle Rentals: . 
!rind St. &· Madison Ave.•85th St. & Third Ave.•23rd St. between 1st & 2nd•244 
Lafayette St. •58th St. between 7th-and Broadway (rollerskates too) . 
For rollerskaters only: Zi5 East 86th St. or from a truck on 72nd and Fifth A 'f e. 
Prices are $2 an hour ·plus a $20 deposit. 
On weekends you can skate to music inside Central Park, near 72nd St, or.you can just 
watch from your bicycle seat. . · 
Until next time, may you have an eajoyable encounter of the "brief break" kind. 
. ' 
,. t ;,,, ' • • ~ • • 
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The search for a legal position, be it Mk or part-time involves a certain amount of 
. . ' 
d~ation and soul-searching. As a woman, if you fluctuate betwe~m feeling like an. 
outsider in a male-dominated profession and a quota requirement, never fear, you are not 
alone. Certainly, not every finn or employer recruits women so)e]y on tlie basis of societal 
P~ to emplQy more women. No~theless, there still remains a stale feeling of the old 
boys' club spirit pervading the legal establishments. • 
The interviewing process itself is probably the most difficult and least rewarding 
aspect of the job hunt. All interviewees are subjected to a dialogµe that is inevitably 
frequented by uncomfortable' pau.ses:aad significant lapses of brilliant things to say. The 
interviewer can also appear as nervous and uncertain as to what to say as the in-
terviewee. Unfortun&tely, this only adds to the tensenel!$ of the situation. 
A~ that both sides are attempting tq present pos~e images; sometimes.one 
can walk away feeling a certain amount of success was achieved. A certain amount of 
success, however, does not make anyone feel any more certain about anything. . 
If a woman has any• qualms about facing a career in a profession_ predominljltely 
occupied oy men, interviewing at finns only reinforces the reality.of the situation. Sexism 
has many faces, and may appear when least expecteq. A woman associate at a reputable 
law firm once said. that having the name of a women's grpup on your resume may be to 
your detriment: Some of the interviewing partlle!'S may approach the subject with 
interest, attempting to dJ:aw out exactly ho,;y radical your tendencies -really are. Others 
· simply avoid the topic. Of course, there are finns that will sincerely be interested in such 
activity, and one must, be on guard to discern the distinction. .If ihe formex: attitude 
~ppears, it is probably the type 9ffinn tQ avoid, no matter how high its prestige. 
An interview can only indicate~ much~ut aJirril or employer. It is extremely 
important for an interviewee to find out as much as possible about the general attitude of a 
firm on various issues. H you have particular beliefs, working in a place that has a 
contrary outlook can be disastrous. The.attitudes and values of a firm should be as strong 
, a ppority in determining one's choi~ as financial and re:i>ubl!>!e concerns. 
NLG 
Affir.mative Inaction 
.__-----------by Linda Stanch-----------~ 
Q. Does the Law School have an affirmative.action policy or program presently in 
effect which is in w:rlting? ..._ 
A.No. 
Q. Has the' faculty passed any resolutionsiwhich are in writing ~fh respect to,. 
affinnative action? • , 
A.No. 
Q. Are there any aspects of the affirmative action policy of New York Law School 
which are in \Yl'iting? ... 
A. There are no written documents r,elating to affirmative action policies on the part 
of the school. 
With that statement by Dean Margaret Bearn, during an.examination before trial 
· last March in 1rene Leverson, D.Ed. v. New York Law Sclwol, the -suspicion was 
confirmed that the school has never cornmi,tted itself to a genuine affirmative action 
program. The suit, which was filed in federal court last Fall, charged the school with racial 
discrimination in its retention policies after the dismissal of Ms. Leverson for academic 
deficiency. , 
That lack of commitment to a written policy comes as no surprise in the post-Bakke 
era. Many ~ls have hidden oehind the Bakke decision, incorrectly intepreting the 
Supreme,Court holding as illegitimizing any written affirmative action policy by a school. 
.21n fact, the absolute necessity of~ writte!] affirmative action policy was recently reiterat:e<J 
by the American Bar Association, the tradit ional arm of the legal profession, when it 
passed a resolution requiring law schools ·to have written affirmative action policies for 
accreditation. . 
During discovery irithe Leverson suit the sch90l's attorneys continually attempted to 
thwart any valid inquiry into the school's affirmative action policies. Dean Bearn and John 
Thomton, Chairman of the Board of Tmst.ees, both stated surprisingly that they could 
not recail any discussions of the school's affirmative action policies. Professor James , 
Brook, one of Ms. Leverson's instructors, sta!,e<} "I do not remember her at all,~-e~e!l • 
though Ms.,Leverson had gone over her exam with Professor Brook after both semesters, 
had participated in class, and had asked him questions after class. . . 
Nevertheless, the suit, which was withdrawn by Ms. Leverson this summer, i::loes 
appear to have had some effect on the scliool's policies toward minorities .. This Spi:ing, 
wherithe Academic Status Committee met to review the !'extenuating circumstances" of 
those students on probation, the student allowed to remain was a black woman with a • 
situation similar to that of Ms. Leverson. The prior yeax, when Ms. Leverson was 
dismissed, the only students allowed to remain were w~te males. 
• Previously, minority students in the Urban Legal Studies program of City College 
have had difficu_lties being admitted to the law school. This year,·only four wrote male 
UL& students we~ initially rejected from admission, but they were finally-admitted after 
much lobbying by the ULS program. 
ln prior years, there was no tutoring program for those students who were on 
probation '3fter tlie first i;emester. Last year all students on.probatio~ were given the 
opportunity to be tutored, at the instigation of ~veral' students on Law Review. 
New York Law School obyiously wants to correct the bad public relations if fostered 
with the Leverson suit. rn fact there has been .some discussion thal the actions stataj 
above suggest an apparent attempt by the school to bait a re.verae discrimination suit: 
Whatever the school's motivation~ tlie-NYLS-chapter of the Natio~ Lawyers Guild will 
continue its participation in the coalition of students at the school dedicated to fQi:cjng,a J 
comprehensive affirmative action policy at New York Law School. 
(Edif.cr's Not.e: the views ·expressed in this column are those of the Guild, and are not 
necessarily those of AEQUITAS.) 
In ~earch of .:; 
·9tapter l: D:ress~g for ~
4
uccess-(~f 
by,Joyce Meisner 
Eu. 's Note:The perils which plagued Pauline were positi.vely pun:y. H erewi.th we present 
the continuing saga of a truely pitiable person: the law student in search of employment. 
' 
Nancy Tallon woke up profoundly depressed that morning. If she was not mistaken 
(and she ~ecked her calendar-the one from the Stu~ent Bar Association-just to make 
sure) it was her 23rd birthday. '"Big deal" .she said aloud to herself as she hurried to turn 
on the oven to take the chill out of the drafty apartment. ,;Happy birthday to me, I~ 
now 23, and in one year mo~ I will be 24. Who cares! I bet I'll be the best example of~ 
23-year-9ld failure you <ever met in your life, Ferdie." Ferdie, a grotesquely fat and ugly 
middle-aged parrot, wbo had plopped himself on the table, silently and wholeheartedly 
agreed with her. To ferdie (who se~retly believed, deep within his brightly plumed 
breast, that his true destiny in life was to be lusting after some young, acrobatic bird of 
paradise on a lush tropical island) she was crazy. Not only crazy, but an idiot as well. 
Ferdie held her responsible for his low station in life (ruffling his tail feathers in an Av~nµe 
B apartment simply cramped his style). He could. not understand her. As far as ·he was 
concerned anyone who_ would go through thre.e years oflaw school, subhuman pay and 
treatptent ata small law firm, almost no sex (as far as he could tell, and Ferdie was quite 
observant), and the almost certain prospect of no job upon graduation, was a masochist 
who deserved everything she got. 
Every morning it was the _same schpiel: "Ferdie, if I can't find a job when I graduate 
we don't eat, and, believe me, you'll shrink down to just a tail feather." Or "We'll be 
:515,000 in debt Ferdie, try meditating on your perch over that one." And today, (he closed 
his beady eyes because be knew what was coming word for word) "l have another 
interview. So-what! They sit me in the waiting room for 15 minutes, call me in, ask me why 
they should hire me, and then say 'thank you,' shake my hand and ask ll'.IY if I know how to 
find my way out. I could go through the motions in my sleep: My favorite part is when they 
ask me how come I'm not in the tQp of my class. Am I supposed to say that I have brain 
damage or that I felt sorry for my other classmates so 1 let them get ahead ofme?" 
''What should I wear?" (As if there was a big choice; ·she only had one suit.) ''To we::u-a 
bow or not to wear a bow, that is t he question. Is it the ~lack pumps or brown straps or 
beige stockings or mauve? Should I carry a-briefcase and pocket book-my pocketbook 
doesn't match my briefcase. l can't fine! my slip!"· Ferdie, by this point in the week, was 
disgusted. He·had seen the whole scena1;io at least three times before. He could also not 
understarid what she expected. A• svelle, · elegant, and sophisticated defender of justice 
she was not .. It was a miracle if she could get her frizzy red hair to cover the tips of her 
rather ungainly ears. 
As far as he was concerned, she could take hei: briefcase (whfob he loved to nest in) 
her tweed blazer (which he'd love to take other liberties on), and her oomplaints about not 
finding a job, and become a telephone operator. All he cared about was peanuts. If she 
could get~ better: grade of peanul:5 as a lawyer, fine . . If not, then any type would do. -
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